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1. The organs which connects us to the outside world are known as ____________.
a) Sense	organs b)heart  c)lungs

2. The ___________ are our most important sense organ.
a) skin b)eyes c)nose

3.    Each _____________ is safely set in a deep bony socket.

a)thigh bone b)shoulder c)eyeball

4.   Eyelids and __________ help to keep dust and dirt out of our eyes.

a)Eyelashes b)Eyeballs c) Tears

5.  In the front portion of the eye, there is a circular, transparent area called the _________.

a) Retina b) Choroid c) Cornea

6.  The coloured circle in the eye is called the ________.

a) Lens b) Iris c) Sclera

7.   The _________, which looks like a black spot, is an opening through which the light enters.

a) Pupil b) Lens c) Iris

8.  A sensory nerve called the _______ nerve connects the eye to the brain.

a) retinal b)optic c)afferent

9.  Our ________ enable us to keep our balance.

a) mouth b) eyes c) ears



10. The outer ear helps us to receive and direct _____________ to the inner ear.

a)sound waves b) signals c)impulse

11. The sense of taste and the sense of smell are ___________.

a) strong b) joined c)linked

12. The _________ is the main organ of taste and it enables us to speak.

a)tongue b)eye c)nose

13. The surface of the tongue is covered with ________________.

a)nerves b) tiny bumps c) cells

14. The pores on the surface of the skin allow some body waste to come out as _____________.

a) smell b)sweet c)sweat

15. Inside the tiny bumps are some cells called _________.

a) taste buds b) sores c) blood vessels
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